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Proven Secure Tree-based Authenticated Key
Agreement for Securing V2V and V2I

Communications in VANETs
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Abstract—Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are vulnerable
to many kinds of security attacks, so it is necessary to design
an authenticated key agreement (AKA) scheme for securing
communication channels in VANETs. Existing AKA schemes in
VANETs have not provided an efficient and secure method to
secure V2V and V2I communications simultaneously while meet-
ing the necessary security and privacy requirements. Further, few
key updating mechanisms, which are secure, conditional privacy-
preserving, practical, and lightweight, exist in current VANETs
AKA schemes. In this paper, we propose a proven secure AKA
scheme for securing V2V and V2I communications in VANETs,
which can be divided into two parts. The first part is a three-
party authentication process in which vehicles, road side unit
(RSU), and trust authority (TA) authenticate each other. The
second part is the key agreement process, which is used in the key
generation and updating processes. For this phase, we design a
tree-based key agreement algorithm that considers two scenarios,
i.e., the joining of an authenticated vehicle and the leaving of the
vehicle. The formal security proof and the security analysis show
that our proposed scheme satisfies session key security and the
necessary security requirements in VANETs, respectively. The
performance analysis demonstrates that our proposed scheme
has an advantage over several representative AKA schemes in
VANETs.

Index Terms—VANETs, security, authenticated key agreement,
vehicle-to-vehicle, vehicle-to-infrastructure, three-party authenti-
cation, key updating.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the increasing number of vehicles and the con-
tinuous progress of information technology, such as

automatic driving and 5G, vehicular ad hoc networks (VANET-
s) have become increasingly popular topics of study in both
academia and industry. There are mainly two types of commu-
nication technologies for vehicle-to-everything (V2X) that is
the base of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), namely,
IEEE 802.11p-based and cellular-based solutions. For the
IEEE 802.11p-based solutions, the representative standards
are IEEE DSRC and ETSI Cooperative-ITS (C-ITS); for
cellular-based solutions, the representative standard is 3GPP
C-V2X. With the development of cellular technologies, C-
V2X solutions that are compatible with current widely used
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communication technology (4G LTE and 5G) show promising
application prospects for VANETs. In the C-V2X Release-
14 standard, two modes are supported, namely Modes 3
and 4. Mode 3 encompasses Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)
communication and uses the radio access network (i.e., needs
the supports of infrastructures), while Mode 4 encompasses
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication and enables user
equipments (UEs) to communicate to one another directly
(without the assistances of infrastructures) [1] [2]. Besides the
two main communication technology, visible light communi-
cation (VLC), which uses visible light spectrum to provide
energy-efficient wireless transmission and is proved to have
extremely low latency and packet error rate through theoretical
and experimental analysis, has received extensive attention in
ITS research area recently [3] [4] [5].

Communication in VANETs can be mainly divided in-
to two categories, i.e., safety-related communications and
non-safety-related communications [6] [7]. In safety-related
communications, vehicles share real-time safety-related data,
such as current speed, acceleration, and steering angle, with
nearby vehicles or infrastructures. Using non-safety-related
communications, vehicles can access services from roadside
units (RSUs), including payment, location-based, and info-
tainment services. Both safety-related and non-safety-related
communications demand security and privacy. Safety-related
communications contain life-critical information which should
be protected from being modified or forged, while non-safety-
related communications often involve private and confidential
data, such as location-based service requests and traffic in-
formation releases. Thus, security and privacy are vital for
VANETs [8] [9].

To secure the message transmission channel, designing
an authenticated key agreement (AKA) protocol is essential.
As pointed by Canetti and Krawczyk [10], a key exchange
protocol that satisfies session key security, symmetric en-
cryption and authentication algorithms can be combined to
obtain secure communication channels. Symmetric encryption
and authentication algorithms have been well-studied, so the
critical task is to design an efficient AKA protocol that satisfies
session key security to generate a secure session key.

Several AKA schemes have been proposed to establish
session keys between vehicles or between vehicles and infras-
tructure. Mejri et al.’s scheme [11] is not lightweight enough
because the key is generated from a multiplicative group of
integers. Dua et al.’s scheme [12] is constructed using elliptic
curve cryptography and hash functions, which involve relative-
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ly low computational and communication overhead, but their
scheme requires cluster-head vehicles that are assumed to be
trusted, and a key updating operation is not considered. Islam
et al.’s scheme [13] is constructed on a finite field without
using any elliptic curve or bilinear pairing algorithm and
considers the vehicle joining and leaving situations. However,
their scheme has some weaknesses. First, the key updating
process needs trusted authority (TA) to remain online and send
an encrypted group key back to every vehicle using unicast, so
the method is inefficient and impractical. Second, the updated
key is encrypted only by performing an XOR on the updated
key and the old key. The encrypted new key is transmitted
on public channels; hence, vehicles that have been leaving the
region can still compute the newly updated key. Third, their
proposed scheme is not proven secure. Ma et al.’s scheme [14]
is based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) and was proven
secure, but it fails to support multiple-vehicle scenario.

The existing VANETs AKA schemes exist several de-
ficiencies. Firstly, these schemes do not well support the
establishment of a common session key for multiple vehicles
and one RSU, while the scenario is very common in VANETs.
Secondly, the key agreement or updating methods of these
AKA schemes require the frequent participant of TA or the
impractical trustiness on vehicles. Thirdly, the key establish-
ment overhead of these schemes are not as low as possible.
Fourthly, the authentication protocols of these schemes do not
support multi-TA setting.

To solve the aforementioned weaknesses of existing
schemes, we design an efficient AKA protocol that supports
key updating situations for V2V and V2I communications.
Specifically, our proposed scheme can be divided into two
phases, i.e., an authentication phase and a key agreement
phase. For the authentication phase, we design an efficient
and lightweight authentication algorithm based on secure one-
way hash functions and ECC. Through the algorithm, vehicles,
RSU, and TA can authenticate each other, so that the identities
and public keys of vehicles and RSU can be authenticated.
Additionally, the authentication algorithm supports multi-TA
setting, so that the proposed scheme will be suitable to be
deployed in real environment (because single-point failure
problem can be avoided). For the key agreement phase, we
design a tree-based key agreement algorithm that considers
two types of events, i.e., a new authenticated vehicle joins the
communication group, and an old vehicle leaves the commu-
nication group, which will trigger RSU to broadcast public
key updating message that can help legal vehicles update the
session key correctly. The key updating message is secured by
elliptic curve signature, and does not contain any identity in-
formation, so that the identity privacies of vehicles can always
be guaranteed. Additionally, the key agreement algorithm has
very low transmission and computational overhead, and does
not require any unpractical security assumption. Through the
key agreement phase, a common session key, which is the
output of the key agreement phase, acts as the input to a
secure key derivation function (KDF) for generating a series of
temporal session keys to secure V2V and V2I communications
together with the off-the-shelf encryption or authentication
algorithms.

The proposed scheme has the following potential applica-
tions.

1) Application1: Secure V2I Communication. If one RSU
separately establishes a session key with one vehicle,
then the proposed protocol can be used to secure V2I
communication. Specifically, a vehicle sends the authen-
tication request and achieves mutual authentication with
RSU and TA through the authentication algorithm. An
authenticated vehicle can use the material broadcasted by
RSU to calculate the common session key through the key
agreement algorithm, which can be used to secure V2I
communication.

2) Application2: Secure Vehicle Platooning. If one RSU
establishes a session key with multiple vehicles, then the
proposed protocol can be used to secure vehicle platoon-
ing communication, which can increase road capacity and
decrease fuel consumption [15]. Specifically, a batch of
vehicles that are in a platoon send the authentication
requests through the authentication phase and achieve
mutual authentication with RSU and TA through the
authentication algorithm. The authenticated vehicles can
use the material broadcasted by RSU to calculate the
session key through the key agreement algorithm, which
can be used to secure V2V communication among the
authenticated platooning vehicles.

3) Application3: Secure Network Slicing. If one RSU
establishes a session key with multiple vehicles, then the
proposed protocol can be used to secure network slicing.
Network slicing, which is an important technology in 5G,
enables vehicles that are in the same service domain to be
in the same virtual slice so that the management will be
more convenient and the security attacks will be easier to
be found. Through the key agreement algorithm, vehicles
that pass the authentication phase can dynamically join
or leave a slice, and the negotiated key can be used to
secure the internal V2V and V2I communications in a
slice.

The contributions of the proposed protocol are summarized as
follows.

1) We propose an AKA scheme for VANETs, including a
three-party authentication protocol and a tree-based key
agreement algorithm, which can be used to secure V2V
and V2I communication simultaneously. The authentica-
tion protocol enables vehicles, RSU, and TA to achieve
mutual authentication with extremely low costs, and
supports multi-TA setting. The key agreement algorithm
enables secure computation of the common session key
by an optimized broadcast message, and supports the
vehicle joining and leaving operations. Compared with
Kim et al.’s scheme [16] that inspired us, the proposed
key agreement algorithm has several advantages or nov-
elties. Firstly, there is no requirement for trust of nodes
(vehicles). Secondly, a full authentication mechanism
guarantees that public keys used for the session key
calculation process cannot be modified. Thirdly, only a
part of public keys instead of all public keys of the binary
tree are broadcasted as the key updating information,
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so that the channel bandwidth can be saved efficiently.
Finally, the ECC group is used instead of multiplicative
group so that the public keys have lower sizes.

2) We use lightweight cryptography technology that is com-
posed of elliptic curve cryptography and hash functions
to design our scheme, so that the computational and
communication overhead brought by AKA operations
are relatively low. The simulation results showed that
our proposed scheme has performance advantages over
related schemes.

3) We conduct a formal security proof to show that our
proposed scheme satisfies session key security. Hence,
our proposed AKA scheme, together with off-the-shelf
encryption and authentication algorithms, can be com-
bined to construct secure channels of V2V and V2I com-
munications in VANETs. Besides, our proposed scheme
can achieve essential security and privacy requirements
in VANETs.

II. RELATED WORK

In order to ensure the safety of vehicular communication-
s, many valuable schemes have been proposed which can
be classified into four main categories: public key infras-
tructure (PKI)-based schemes, identity-based schemes, group
signature-based schemes, and AKA-based schemes.

In PKI-based schemes, the digital certificate is used to
guarantee the validity of the public key, which is contained
in the message sent by a vehicle. Only the certified public
key can be used to verify the related messages. Raya et al.
[17] considered the security issues in VANETs systematically,
devised an appropriate security architecture, and proposed a
PKI based protocol to secure VANETs. They first proposed
the concept of conditional privacy-preserving, i.e., the identity
of a vehicle should not be able to be traced by any entity
except for TA. Plossl et al. [18] proposed a privacy-aware and
efficient security infrastructure for VANETs. In their scheme,
asymmetric cryptography and symmetric cryptography are
used to secure accident messages and Internet service contents
separately. However, the digital certificate is necessary for
every message. Lu et al. [19] proposed a CPPA scheme
based on the anonymous certificate. Instead of requiring every
vehicle to store a large amount of revoked certificate, the
vehicle in their scheme can interact with nearby RSU to get a
temporal key certificate that can be verified by other vehicles.
However, frequent interactions and computationally expensive
operations bring high computational overhead.

Compared with traditional public key cryptography in which
the public key is composed of random bits, identity-based
cryptography enables public key can be any bit-string specified
by the user, so that more convenience and flexibility can
be brought. Zhang et al. [20] proposed an efficient batch
signature verification algorithm that are based on identity-
based signature. In their proposed scheme, the received mes-
sage signatures can be verified quickly, so that the total
computational overhead of the whole system can be reduced
dramatically. However, Lee et al. [21] pointed out that Zhang
et al. ’s scheme can not resist replay attack and man-in-
the-middle attack. Chim et al. [22] proposed an RSU-based

authentication scheme in which all message authentication
tasks are centralized on the RSU side and the authentication
results can be broadcasted to nearby vehicles by bloom filter.
Therefore, the computational overhead on vehicle side in their
scheme are very limited. Since bilinear pairing operations
bring high computational overhead, He et al. [23] proposed
an efficient conditional privacy-preserving scheme that uses
elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) instead of pairing-based
cryptography. After He et al. ’s scheme [23], many ECC-based
conditional privacy preserving schemes has been proposed,
such as [24], [25], [26].

Group signature scheme was firstly introduced by Chaum
et al. [27], which can provide anonymity for message signers.
In group signature-based schemes, every member of the group
can sign messages anonymously but there is a trust authority
can trace the signature using a trapdoor function [28]. Sun et
al. [29] first adopt short group signatures and identity-based
signature to secure vehicular communication, so that CPPA
can be achieved. However, Sun et al. ’s scheme is based on
centralized key management, which limits the performance.
To solve this issue, Hao et al. [30] proposed a distributed
key management scheme that can identify compromised RSUs
and colluded malicious vehicles. Wasef et al. [31] proposed
an efficient group signature scheme that can support batch
signature verification operation, so that the system perfor-
mance can be improved efficiently. Shao et al. [32] proposed
a decentralized group model based on a modified group
signature scheme for V2X communication, which supports
threshold and anonymous authentication.

Another method to secure vehicular communication is by
designing an AKA protocol. As pointed by Canetti and
Krawczyk [10], key exchange or agreement protocol that
satisfies session key security, symmetric encryption, and au-
thentication algorithms can be combined to obtain secure
communication channels, which can guarantee the commu-
nication security. Huang et al. [33] proposed a batch AKA
protocols, which can establish different session keys for d-
ifferent vehicles simultaneously. In their proposed scheme,
an ECC-based signature algorithm is used to avoid the high
computational overhead of bilinear pairing. Taha et al. [34]
proposed a link-layer AKA scheme based on certificateless
public key cryptography, which can guarantee the security of
public hotspots in VANETs. Wang et al. [35] proposed a self-
certified public key protocol to support value-added vehicular
services. Their scheme supports batch authentication, but it is
based on the computationally expensive bilinear pair operation
so that the AKA computational overhead may fail to satisfy
the performance requirement. Mejri et al. [11] first considered
the group key generation problem in VANETs, which was
constructed on a variant of traditional Diffie-Hellman key
exchange algorithm. However, the key in their protocol is
selected from the multiplicative group of integers modulo a
large prime, so that the transmission overhead will be very
large.

Dua et al. [12] proposed a two-level AKA protocol where
elected cluster-head (CH) vehicles are responsible for estab-
lishing session keys for nearby vehicles respectively. Liu et al.
[36] proposed a dual authentication scheme for securing V2V
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communications by using trusted computing and pairing based
cryptography. However, pairing based cryptography brings too
much computational overhead. Jiang et al. [37] proposed an
integrated AKA frame for vehicular cloud computing (VC-
C). In their scheme, a single-server three-factor authentica-
tion protocol and non-interactive key establishment protocol
were proposed to secure VCC. Islam et al. [13] presented
a password-based CPPA and group key generation protocol
for VANETs. However, their schemes exist some weakness.
Firstly, the key updating process needs TA to keep online
and send the encrypted group key back to every vehicle over
unicast, which is very inefficient. Secondly, the updated key
is encrypted by simply performing bitwise XOR operation on
the updated key and old key, and the encrypted new key is
transmitted on the public channel, which means that vehicles
that have left the region can still compute the new updated
key. Third, their proposed scheme is not proven secure. Dang
et al. [38] presented an efficient pairing-free one-round AKA
protocol, which can be proven secure in the extended CK
model and resist all essential attacks. However, their scheme
was constructed on bilinear pairing, so that the computational
overhead of their scheme will be high. Liu et al. [39] proposed
a secure and efficient AKA protocol that uses RSU to negotiate
a shared secret key among vehicles and RSU. However, the
design of their scheme relies on bilinear pairing and the key
updating mechanism requires the broadcast of public keys of
all vehicles, so that the efficiency of their scheme is not high
enough. Ma et al. [14] designed an AKA protocol without
using bilinear pairing for fog-based VANETs, which is proven
to be session-key security and can be used to secure V2I
communications. Li et al. [40] proposed a proven secure
and lightweight two-party AKA protocol that can be used to
secure V2V communications. Eftekhari et al. [41] proposed
a three-party pairwise AKA protocol for fog-based VANETs,
which supports the the password updating at the user side
and provides relatively better performance advantages than
traditional key agreement schemes. However, the session key
established by their protocol is a pairwise key for two parties
instead of three parties.

To construct secure and reliable group communication, it is
necessary to construct a group key establishing mechanism.
Kim et al. [16] proposed a tree-based group Diffie-Hellman
key agreement protocol that has significant efficiency advan-
tage over traditional group key agreement schemes. Their
proposed scheme supports node joining and leaving, and group
merging and dividing. Although their proposed protocol is
proven secure and satisfies forward secrecy, backward secrecy
and key independence, one requirement of their proposed pro-
tocol makes it unsuitable to be acted as the key management
scheme for V2V scenario. In their proposed protocol, the
member joining or leaving event will change the structure of
old binary tree (BT), so a sponsor is required to compute and
broadcast the updated blinded (or public) keys to other mem-
bers, whereas the sponsor node is not at a constant position of
BT. Since the node (vehicle) in VANETs is untrustworthy, it is
not reasonable to assume a vehicle can be the sponsor node (a
vehicle may forge the updated blinded keys to be broadcasted).
After Kim et al. [16]’s scheme, multiple improved schemes

such as [42], [43], [44]. However, these schemes still have the
same requirement as that in Kim et al. [16]’s scheme and are
not lightweight enough.

III. BACKGROUND

A. System Model

The system model of our proposed scheme for VANETs
mainly contained three roles, i.e., vehicle, RSU, and TA, as
shown in Fig. 1.
• Vehicle: Vehicle is considered an untrustworthy entity and

the on-board-unit (OBU) installed of which is responsible
for V2V and V2I communications in VANETs. Before
joining VANETs, all vehicles are required to register to
TA through a secure and exclusive channel. A vehicle
can communicate with nearby vehicles through V2V
communication and communicate with RSU through V2I
communication.

• RSU: RSU is denoted as road side unit in VANETs,
which is a kind of wireless infrastructure, deployed on
roadside and mainly responsible for providing network
access service for vehicles in the proximity. For improv-
ing traffic safety and conveniences, RSU also provide
safety message broadcasting services and entertainment
services to nearby vehicles.

• TA: TA is responsible for providing registration and
authentication services for vehicles and RSU. TA is
trustworthy by all entities in VANETs and controlled
by official traffic management. To avoid the single-point
failure, we assume that redundant TAs are set up.

B. Complexity Assumptions

Let G denote a cyclic additive group of elliptic curve over
finite field, P ∈ G denote a generator of group G, and q
is the prime order of group G. Then we have the following
computational or decisional hard problems.

1) Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP):
Given one tuple {P,Q} where Q = xP , the advantage
for any probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary to
calculate x ∈R Z∗q is negligible.

2) Elliptic Curve Computational Diffie Hellman Problem
(ECCDHP): Given one tuple {P, xP, yP ∈ G} where
x, y ∈R Z∗q , the advantage for any probabilistic poly-
nomial time (PPT) adversary to calculate xyP ∈ G is
negligible.

3) Elliptic Curve Decisional Diffie Hellman Problem (ECD-
DHP): Given two tuples {P, xP, yP, xyP ∈ G} and
{P, xP, yP, zP ∈ G} where x, y, z ∈R Z∗q , any prob-
abilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary is decisional
hard to distinguish the two tuples.

IV. OUR PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we describe the main phases in our proposed
protocol that consists of six phases. In the first three phases,
TA setups up all necessary parameters and broadcasts public
parameters, and vehicles and RSU register to TA to hold
long term session keys with TA respectively. In the fourth
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Fig. 1. System Model

Fig. 2. The Main Process of The Proposed Scheme

phase, a three-party authentication phase is entered to make
the vehicle, RSU and TA get authenticated by each other,
which can ensure that vehicle’s identity and the public key for
key agreement get authenticated. In the last two phases, the
tree-based key agreement algorithm, which considers the the
events of joining or leaving of authenticated vehicles, makes
authenticated vehicles and RSU establish a common session
key. The main process are shown in Fig. 2, and the detailed
steps of each phase are as follows.

A. Setup Phase

In this phase, TA initializes all necessary system parameters.
Specifically, given a security parameter λ that is equal to the

TABLE I. Notations Table

Acronym Full name
VANETs Vehicular ad hoc networks

RSU Roadside unit
TA Trusted authority

AKA Authenticated key agreement
V2V Vehicle-to-vehicle
V2I Vehicle-to-infrastructure

C-V2X Cellular-based vehicle-to-everything
3GPP The 3rd generation partnership project
ECC Elliptic curve cryptography
D2D Device-to-device

ECDLP Elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem
ECCDHP Elliptic curve computational diffie hellman problem
ECDDHP Elliptic curve decisional diffie hellman problem

TPM Trusted platform module
s, Ppub System secret key and public key, respectively
RIDi Real identity of vehicle

TPKi, TSKi Tree public key and secret key, respectively

group order q in group-based cryptography as the input, TA
executes the following steps.

1) TA chooses a cyclic additive group G of elliptic curve
over finite field where the group order is a prime q and
the group generator is P .

2) TA chooses a random number s ∈ Z∗q as the system
private key and calculates the corresponding public key
Ppub = sP as the system public key.

3) TA chooses several cryptographic hash functions hi(1 ≤
i ≤ 5) where h1 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q , h2 : G ×
{0, 1}∗ → Z∗q , h3 : {0, 1}∗×{0, 1}∗×G×G×{0, 1}∗ →
Z∗q , h4 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q ,
h5 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × G × {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q ,
h6 : G→ Z∗q .

4) TA publishes the public system parameters {G, q, P, Ppub

, hi(1 ≤ i ≤ 6)}.

B. Vehicle Registration Phase

In this phase, every vehicle Vi is required to register with
TA to make its unique identity information get recorded by
TA, where the registration process should be performed in a
secure private channel. Specifically, the phase contain several
steps.

1) Vi chooses its real identity RIDi ∈ Z∗q , and sends RIDi

to TA.
2) Upon receiving RIDi from Vi, TA checks whether RIDi

is existed. If it exists, TA sends a fail signal to Vi and Vi
needs to re-choose RIDi. Otherwise, TA calculates li =
h1(s,RIDi), sends li to Vi, and finishes the registration
phase with Vi.

C. RSU Registration Phase

In this phase, every RSUj is required to register with TA to
get its identity information recorded and establish a long-term
session key, where the process is performed in a secure private
channel. Specifically, the phase contains several steps.
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1) RSUj chooses its identity IDj ∈ Z∗q and one random
number d ∈ Z∗q that is used to calculate the elliptic
curve digital signature (ECDSA [45]) in the later phase,
calculates Qj = dP , and sends {IDj , Qj} to TA.

2) Upon receiving {IDj , Qj}, TA checks IDj to make sure
its uniqueness. If IDj is unique, TA calculates the long-
term session key lj = h1(s, IDj) between RSUj and
itself, and sends lj to RSUj . Otherwise, RSUj needs to
re-choose IDj .

Remark 1.1. In the above two registration phases, li and lj
act as the long-term session keys that are used to secure the
following authentication phase. Note that li and lj are gener-
ated by a cryptographic secure hash function with two inputs,
i.e., identity and TA’s secret key. The one-way characteristic
of the hash function guarantees that TA’s secret key will not be
leaked. The generation method can make that TA can recover
li or lj quickly upon revealing the identity RIDi (recovered
from PIDi as shown in the next subsection) or receiving IDj .
An alternative long-term key generation method is by setting li
and lj to true random numbers. However, the method requires
TA to maintain a table for the correlation of the identity and
corresponding long-term session key.

Remark 1.2. In the above settings, TA is a single entity
that is responsible for providing registration and authenticating
services simultaneously. As shown in the next subsection, the
core authentication operations of TA include revealing the real
identity, computing the long-term session key, and checking
the validity of the real identity. The first two operations
heavily rely on the system secret key s, and the last operation
requires to know the list of the real identities of legal vehicles
or unrevoked vehicles. To avoid the single-point failure and
improve the authenticating performance, one single TA can be
replaced by a root-TA with multiple sub-TAs, in which root-
TA provides registration and management services and sub-
TAs provide authentication service. Specifically, the operations
involving the system secret key s can be executed in the trusted
platform module (TPM) and every sub-TA equips the TPM to
protect the security of s. As for the list of the real identities,
root-TA can distribute the Cuckoo filter [46] or Bloom filter
[47] (provides O(1)-level lookup operation) that stores the
fingerprints of the legal vehicles’ real identities, so that the
legality of a vehicle can be quickly determined and the list
of the real identities can be securely protected (sub-TA only
needs to lookup the received filter and believes that an identity
is legal if it can be found). Note that the following phases can
also be suitable for the multi-TA environment and the only
difference is that sub-TAs instead of TA execute the operations.

D. Three-Party Authentication Phase

Since vehicles are not trustworthy, they are required to get
authenticated by TA before entering key agreement phase.
Identically, the credibility of RSU should also be affirmed
by TA. So three parties containing Vi, RSUj and TA are
required to perform mutual authentication. The vehicle that
wants to negotiate a common session key with other vehicles
is required to get authenticated by RSU and TA in this phase.
The interactive figure of the phase is as shown in Fig. 3. It

Fig. 4. The Structure of Tree BTn

is noteworthy that all the following steps are all performed in
public insecure channel.

1) Vi chooses a random number ri ∈ Z∗q , gets the current
timestamp Ti, calculates Ri = riP and its pseudo identity
PIDi = RIDi ⊕ h2(riPpub, Ti). To participate in the
group key generation process, Vi chooses a random num-
ber ki ∈ Z∗q as the partial secret key that would be used
to generate group key, and calculates the corresponding
partial public key Ki = kiP . In the end, Vi calculates
the hash value αi = h3(RIDi, Ti, Ri,Ki, li), and sends
M1 = {PIDi, Ti, Ri,Ki, αi} to RSUj .

2) After receiving M1 from Vi, RSUj checks the validity
of Ti by determining whether the equation |Ti−Tcur| ≤
∆T holds where Tcur denotes the current timestamp and
∆T denotes the max legal time interval (note that the
following steps all use the timestamp checking method).If
not, RSUj rejects the message and aborts the request.
Otherwise, RSUj stores M1, gets the current timestamp
Tj , calculates the hash value γj = h4(IDj , Tj , αi, lj),
and sends M2 = {IDj , Tj , γj , P IDi, Ti, αi,Ki, Ri} to
TA.

3) After receiving M2 from RSUj , TA first checks the
validity of Tj . If valid, TA recovers lj by calculating
lj = h1(s, IDj), calculates γ′j = h4(IDj , Tj , αi, lj),
and checks if γ′j = γj holds. If not, TA aborts the
request. Otherwise, TA checks the validity of Ti. If
valid, TA calculates RID′i = PIDi ⊕ h2(sRi, Ti),
and determines whether RID′i is a legal identity. If
not, TA aborts the request. Otherwise, TA recovers
li by calculating li = h1(s,RID′i), calculates α′i =
h3(RID′i, Ti, Ri,Ki, li), and checks whether the equa-
tion α′i = αi holds. If not, TA aborts the request.
Otherwise, TA authenticates the legality of Vi and RSUj ,
and calculates δTA = h4(TTA, IDj , Qj , li) and ηTA =
h5(TTA, P IDi, αi,Ki, lj), where TTA denotes the cur-
rent timestamp, Qj denotes the public keys generated by
RSUj in the registration phase. At the end, TA sends
M3 = {TTA, δ, η} to RSUj .

4) After receiving M3 from TA, RSUj checks the va-
lidity of TTA. If valid, RSUj computes η′TA =
h5(TTA, P IDi, αi, li), and checks if the equation η′TA =
η holds. If not, RSUj rejects the request. Otherwise,
RSUj authenticates the identity PIDi and partial public
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Fig. 3. The Three-Party Authentication Phase

key Ki of Vi. At last, RSUj sends M4 = {IDj , Qj , δ}
to Vi.

5) After receiving M4 from RSUj , Vi checks the validity of
TTA. If valid, Vi computes δ′TA = h4(TTA, IDj , Qj , li)
and checks whether the equation δ′TA = δTA holds. If
not, Vi aborts the process. Otherwise, Vi authenticates
the legality of TA and RSUj .

Remark 2. In step 1), Vi sends its pseudo identity PIDi =
RIDi ⊕ h2(riPpub, Ti) instead of RIDi, because the use of
RIDi will leak the identity privacy of Vi and make Vi easy
to be tracked. To achieve conditional privacy-preserving, i.e.,
only TA can extract RIDi from the message, PIDi is a
XOR-encryption (similar to stream cipher) of RIDi based on
ECDH. The method is similar to the method that IMSI is
encrypted using ECIES in 5G system [48]. Without knowing
s, the adversary has to solve ECCDHP that is computationally
hard to get RIDi. The timestamp Ti makes the secret key
h2(riPpub, Ti) keeps changing, so that RIDi will be more
secure. In steps 2)-4), a timestamp checking mechanism is
existed for resisting replay attack as much as possible. All
steps in this phase try to use secret long-term session keys and
secure hash functions to construct keyed-hash authentication
functions (similar to HMAC [49]), so that the vehicle, RSU,
and TA can authenticate each other. From the view of RSUj ,
RSUj can get two conclusions if step 4) passes, i.e., the
identity of Vi is legal, and Ki that will participate the following

key agreement phase is sent from Vi and not modified by any
adversary during the transmission process. From the view of
Vi, IDj and Qj that is used to verify the ECDSA signature
in the following phases are verified if step 5) passes.

E. Key Agreement Phase for New Vehicle Joining

After a vehicle get authenticated by RSU, its identity and Ki

get trusted, then it would have the ability to establish common
session key with RSU and other authenticated vehicles. In this
paper, we design a new tree-based key agreement algorithm
to compute the common session key, which only requires the
behaviour of the RSU is honest. It is noteworthy that the
original tree-based key agreement algorithm [16] that inspired
us is not suitable for VANETs because of the reasons described
in Section I&II.

To describe the key agreement algorithm for new vehicle
joining, we denote the vehicles that have joined key agreement
process as ordered sequence {V1, V2, ..., Vn−1} where V1 is
the first joined vehicle and Vn−1 is the last joined vehicle,
and the new vehicle is Vn. It is noteworthy that the indexes
i = 1, 2, ..., n of Vi are just used to mark the order of vehicle
joining and will be changed when one of vehicles leaves. The
method used to calculate the common session key is as shown
follows.

1) A binary tree BTn is constructed to compute the common
group key and the structure of BTn satisfies two features.
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One is that the depth of BTn is equal to n, which is
the number of current vehicles. The other is that BTn
is generated by inserting BTn−1 to the right child of a
perfect binary tree with three nodes.

2) Every node Ni of BTn is labeled with a number i(0 ≤
i ≤ 2n), so a node labeled with a odd number is a leaf
node and a node labeled with a even number except for
2n is a branch node. And every Ni is associate with a
tree secret key TSKi and a tree public key TPKi that
is computed by TPKi = TSKi · P . The secret key of
a branch node Ni is computed by equation (1). All the
secret key of leaf nodes Ni except for the rightmost and
bottommost leaf node N2n is set to the partial secret key
kn−(i−1)/2 of vehicle Vn−(i−1)/2. The secret key of the
rightmost and bottommost leaf node N2n is set to the
partial secret key kj of RSUj . The structure of BTn is
as shown in Fig. 4.

TSKi =h6(TSKi+1 · TPKi+2)

=h6(TSKi+2 · TPKi+1)
(1)

3) The secret key TSK0 of the root node N0 is the common
group key for RSUj and vehicles V1, V2, ..., Vn.

Before establishing session with authenticated vehicles,
RSUj chooses a random number kj as the partial secret key
and calculates corresponding partial public key Kj = kjP just
as the ways vehicles do. If the n-th vehicle Vn that has passed
the authentication in the last phase sends a joining request to
RSUj , RSUj updates the binary tree by adding the new leaf
node, computes the secret key TSK2i and public key TPK2i

of every branch node by using equation (1) recursively, where
0 ≤ i ≤ n−1. Next, RSUj chooses a random number bj ∈ Z∗q ,
calculates Bj = bjP , gets x-axis value Bx

j of point Bj , calcu-
lates the signature sj = b−1

j ·(h(n, Tj , TPK1, TPK2)+Bx
j ·d)

to get the ECDSA [45] signature σj = (Bx
j , sj). At the

end, RSUj broadcasts the tuple {TPK1, TPK2, n, Tj , σj} to
nearby vehicles Vi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) where the index n is used for
assisting vehicles to maintain the structure of BTn.

After receiving {TPK1, TPK2, n, Tj , σj} from RSUj , Vi
needs to check the validity. Specifically, Vi checks the fresh-
ness of Tj and rejects the message if Tj is expired. Next, Vi
calculates Xj = h(TPK1, TPK2, Tj) ·s−1

j ·P +Bx
j ·s
−1
j ·Qj

and compares the x-axis value of Xj with Bx
j . If the two

values are equal, Vi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) receives the message from
RSUj , and uses {TPK1, TPK2, Tj} to calculate the group
key TSK0 by equation (1). Otherwise, Vi rejects the message.

To describe the above process more vividly, we give a
example where three authenticated vehicles {V1, V2, V3} and
RSUj establish a common session key. The process is as
shown in Fig. 5.

1) At first, V1 sends the joining request to RSUj . RSUj

computes TSK0 = h6(kj · TPK1) = h6(kj · K1) =
h6(kjk1P ) and TPK0 = TSK0 · P and broadcasts
message {TPK1, TPK2, 1, Tj , θj} to V1. It is notewor-
thy that the partial public keys of every authenticated
vehicles have been sent to RSUj in authentication phase.
After receiving the message, V1 computes TSK0 =
h6(k1 · TPK2) = h6(k1kjP ). For simplicity, we ignore
the signature generation and verification process.

2) Next, V2 sends the joining request to RSUj . RSUj com-
putes TSK0 = h6(TSK2 · TPK1) = h6(TSK2 ·K2) =
h6(h6(k1kjP ) · k2P ) where TSK2 is equal to TSK0

in step 1) and TPK2 = TSK2 · P = h6(k1kjP ) · P ,
and broadcasts {TPK1, TPK2, 2, Tj , θj} to V1 and V2.
For V1, V1 computes TSK0 = TSK2 · TPK1 =
h6(h6(TSK2 · TPK1)) = h6(h6(k1kjP ) · k2P ) where
TSK2 is equal to TSK0 in step 1). For V2, V2 computes
TSK0 = h6(TSK1 · TPK2) = h6(k2 · h6(k1kjP ) · P ).

3) At last, V3 sends the joining request to RSUj . RSUj

computes TSK0 = h6(TSK2·TPK1) = h6(TSK2·K3)
where TSK2 is equal to TSK0 in step 2) and TPK2 =
TSK2 · P , and broadcasts {TPK1, TPK2, 3, Tj , θj}
to V1, V2 and V3. For V1 and V2, they can calculate
TSK0 = h6(TSK2 · TPK1) = h6(TSK2 · K3) where
TSK2 is equal to TSK0 in step 2). For V3, V3 computes
TSK0 = TSK1 ·TPK2 = h6(k3 ·TPK2) where TPK2

is contained in the broadcast message of RSUj .

Fig. 5. The Key Agreement for New Vehicle Joining

F. Key Agreement Phase for Old Vehicle Leaving

If Vx leaves the communication range of RSUj or quits the
current group by sending quitting request, RSU will determine
that Vx is a leaving vehicle. Assuming that n vehicles have
joined the group process, if a vehicle Vx(1 ≤ x ≤ n) becomes
a leaving vehicle, the old tree BTn changes to BTn−1 as
follows. The leaf node N2n−2x+1 and branch node N2n−2x

of BTn will be deleted, the bottom subtree which consists of
N2n−2x+2, N2n−2x+3, ..., N2n will be moved up one level.

After receiving group leaving request from Vx, RSUj up-
dates the tree structure (from BTn to BTn−1), and calculates
private and public keys of all updated nodes for BTn−1,
i.e., N0, N2, ..., N2n−2x−2 of BTn−1. Next, RSUj needs to
sign {x, n − 1, Tj , 2||TPK2, ..., (2n − 2x)||TPK2n−2x} to
get the ECDSA [45] signature σj and broadcasts {x, n −
1, Tj , σj , 2||TPK2, ..., (2n−2x)||TPK2n−2x}. It is notewor-
thy that the index together with TPKi is used to avoid
the adversary to change the relative order of TPKi. After
receiving the broadcast message, any joined Vi is able to
update the tree structure of BTn according to the number x and
n contained in the latest updating message of the joining phase
(we will show its correctness in the next section), and uses
required tree public keys to compute TSK0. At the end, every
vehicle should update the indexes of BTn−1 by subtracting i
by one for every known x + 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Since the signing
and verifying method of messages sent from RSUj is exactly
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as that of vehicle joining situation except for using a different
hash function, we do not elaborate the signature sighing and
verifying steps here.

To describe the above process more vividly, we give a
example in which V2 of four joined vehicles {V1, V2, V3, V4}
becomes a leaving vehicle, and show how {V1, V3, V4} and
RSUj compute the new group key. After concluding Vx as
a leaving vehicle, RSUj updates the structure of old tree
BT4 to that of the new tree BT3, sets TSK6 of BT4 to
TSK4 of BT3, calculates TSK2 = h6(TSK4 ·K3), TPK2 =
TSK2 · P , TSK0 = h6(TSK2 · K1), TPK0 = TSK0 · P ,
and broadcasts {x = 2, TPK2, TPK4} to {V1, V3, V4}. For
V1, it updates the structure of tree, and calculates TSK4 =
h6(k1 · Kj) = h6(k1kjP ), TSK2 = h6(TSK4 · K3), and
TSK0 = h6(TSK2 · K4). It is noteworthy that V1 has
known Kj ,K3,K4 in the new vehicle joining process. For
V3, it updates the structure of tree, and calculates TSK2 =
h6(k3 · TPK4), TSK0 = h6(TSK2 ·K4). For V4, it updates
the structure of tree, and calculates TSK0 = h6(k4 · TPK2).
The process is as shown in Fig. 6.

Remark 3.1. In the key agreement mechanism, the binary
tree (BT) structure is used to manage Ki(1 ≤ i ≤ n)
orderly, so that the common session key is calculated using
a deterministic method. The core of the BT structure is that
Kj generated by RSU keeps locating at the rightmost and
bottommost location. The special location make RSU be able
to compute the public and private keys of all branch nodes
and the root node of BT, so that RSU can broadcast necessary
public keys of some nodes to joined (or un-leaved) vehicles
for updating common session key when a new vehicle joins
the group or a joined vehicle leaves the group. As shown in
the next section, the broadcast content sent by RSU is enough
for vehicles to calculate the new common session key.

Remark 3.2. The proposed protocol can be extended to
support cross-RSU communication. Suppose that Vi exits the
session S1 organized by RSU1 and enters the session S2
organized by RSU2. If Vi still wants to join the secure
communication with original members in S1, RSU1 and
RSU2 can collaborate to implement the function. Specifically,
the exit of Vi will trigger RSU1 to execute the key updating
algorithm for the old vehicle leaving (see Section IV-F) so
that TSK0 of S1 will be updated, whereas the entrance of
Vi (after the authentication process is passed) will trigger
RSU2 to execute the key updating algorithm for the new
vehicle joining (see Section IV-E) so that TSK

′

1 of S2 will
be updated. To support cross-RSU communication, RSU1 and
RSU2 can share the public key of the root node, i.e., TPK1

and TPK
′

1, to each other. So all members in S1 and S2 can
get the common session key for cross-RSU communication
by calculating h6(TSK1 · TPK

′

1) and h6(TSK
′

1 · TPK1),
respectively.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, the content can be divided into four parts.
Firstly, we show the correctness of the tree-based key a-
greement mechanism separatively. Secondly, we describe the
security model to prove the security of the whole AKA

Fig. 6. The Key Agreement for Old Vehicle Leaving

scheme. Thirdly, we give a security proof to show that our
proposed protocol is proven secure under the given security
model. Finally, we demonstrate that our proposed protocol
satisfies several security requirements in VANETs.

A. Correctness Analysis

To show the correctness of the key agreement mechanism,
we assume the current number of vehicles is n(n ≥ 1).
According to the key computational method, the common
session key is calculated by recursively executing TSKi =
h6(TSKi+1 · TSKi+2 · P ), which is a deterministic value
because the function and the inputs of the recursive process
are deterministic.

First, we show that all vehicles including the old vehicles
and the new joining vehicle can establish a common session
key correctly. According to the key agreement process for new
vehicle joining, n vehicles send the joining requests to RSUj

successively, so that RSUj gets a deterministic tree BTn. With
authenticated public keys Ki sent from Vi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) and
its own secret key kj , RSUj can calculate unique public and
private keys for the branch nodes and root node, and broadcasts
{n, TPK1, TPK2} to the n vehicles. For the new vehicle Vn,
TPK2 is the public key of the right child of root node N0.
With its own secret key kn, the new vehicle Vn calculates the
common session key TSK0 = h6(kn · TPK2). With TSK2

that is the common session key for {V1, ..., Vn−1}, the old
vehicles Vi(1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) calculate TSK0 = h6(TSK2 ·
TPK1). Because kn·TPK2 = TSK2·TPK1 = kn·TSK2·P ,
we can say that the key agreement mechanism for new vehicle
joining make all vehicles establish a common session key.

Next, we show that all vehicles can update the common
session key correctly when one of the n vehicles leaves the
original group. From the key agreement process for new
vehicle joining, we can find that the process has one feature,
i.e., all of the old vehicles Vi(1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) know the
public key Kn of the new vehicle Vn but the new vehicle
Vn cannot know the public keys Ki of the old vehicles
Vi(1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1). Because of the feature, the vehicles
Vi(1 ≤ i ≤ x−1) that are located on the low locations of tree
BTn can calculate the updated common session key TSK0

of BTn−1 independently, but the vehicles Vi(x+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n)
that are located on the high locations of tree BTn can’t. So
upon determining that Vx becomes a leaving vehicle, RSUj

will update BTn to BTn−1 (by deleting N2n−2x, N2n−2x+1

and updating i = i−1 of Vi for x+1 ≤ i ≤ n) and broadcast
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{x, 2||TPK2, ..., (2n−2x)||TPK2n−2x}. Upon receiving the
broadcast message, Vi updates BTn to BTn−1 using the same
way as RSUj does, puts the received TPKs to the right
position of BTn−1, and calculates the new TSK0.

From the above analysis, we can get a conclusion that the
designed key agreement mechanism makes every authenticated
vehicle establish a common session key correctly.

B. Security Model

Definition 1 (Participants). There are three participants in
the protocol, i.e., the vehicle Vi, RSUj and the trust authority
TA. And we suppose Πt

Λ denote the instance t of participant
Λ ∈ {Vi, RSUj , TA}.

Definition 2 (Adversary Model). To analyze the security of
our proposed protocol, we need to set up a series of interactive
games between a challenger C which honestly executes the
protocol and a adversary A which can eavesdrop, modify, and
fabricate the messages transmitted in public channels. For the
adversary model in our proposed scheme, we follow Bellare
et al.’s model [14] [50] mostly except that add two oracles
called Join(Πu

Vi
) and Leave(Πu

Vi
) to simulate the vehicle

joining and leaving request respectively. Specifically, A can
send oracle queries to C and C response the queries as follow.

1) Execute(Πu
Vi

,Πv
RSUj

,Πw
TA): This query simulates the

eavesdropping attack which means that A can ob-
tain the messages transmitted among participants
Πu

Vi
,Πv

RSUj
,Πw

TA. It is noteworthy that A can not obtain
the messages in the registration phase of Πu

Vi
or Πv

RSUj

since the communication of the registration phase is in a
private and secure channel.

2) Reveal(Πt
Λ): Upon receiving this query from A, the

session key TSK0 that is agreed by Πu
Vi

and Πv
RSUj

is
revealed to A.

3) Send(Πt
Λ,m): If A sends the query with the message m,

C sends the response message to A according to the
corresponding protocol.

4) Join(Πu
Vi

): If A sends the query to C for updating the
common session key, C executes Send(Πt

Λ,joining).
5) Leave(Πu

Vi
): If A sends the query to C for updating the

common session key, C executes Send(Πt
Λ,leaving).

6) Test(Πu
Vi

): Upon receiving the query from A, C flips a
coin to get a value b ∈ {0, 1} that is confidential to A.
If b = 1, C sends the session key to A. If b = 0, C sends
a random number that is in the same domain space with
session key to A.

Definition 3 (Partnership). Two instances Πu
Λ and Πv

Λ have
partnership if one of the two conditions is held, i.e., Πu

Λ can
exchange messages with Πv

Λ directly, or Πu
Λ and Πv

Λ both
participate to compute the common session key.

Definition 4 (Freshness). The instance Πt
Λ is considered to

be fresh if neither Πt
Λ nor its partner has asked Reveal(Πt

Λ)
queries.

Definition 5 (Semantic Security of AKA Protocol). An
adversary A can send Test(Πu

Vi
) query to Πu

Vi
or Πv

RSUj
.

At the end of the interactive game between A and C, A
is required to send a guess bit b̂ to C. Let W denote the
event that A win the game, which means that the guess of

A is equal to the random choice (b̄ = b). The advantage that
A breaks the session key security of the AKA protocol P
is calculated as AdvAKA

P (A) = 2
∣∣Pr[W ]− 1

2

∣∣. The AKA
protocol P is semantic secure if AdvAKA

P (A) is negligible
for any probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary A.

C. Security Proof

Theorem 1. If there is a PPT adversary A that aims to
break the proposed protocol with advantage AdvAKA

P (A)
under the below security model, then a PPT adversary
B can be constructed to solve ECDDHP with advantage
AdvECCDHP (B). And the relationship between AdvAKA

P (A)
and AdvECDDHP (B) satisfies

AdvAKA
P (A) =

∑5
i=1 q

2
hi

+ (qs + 2N)2

q
+

6qsign(qsign + qbf )

(q − 1)/2− qsign − qbf
+

2qh6

q
+ 4N ·AdvECCDHP (B).

(2)

where qhi , qs, qsign, qbf and N denote the max number
of hash, send, sign, bijective random oracle queries, and the
max number of vehicles that establish a common session key,
respectively.

Proof. To prove the theorem, we use a security proof
technology called game hopping which contains a series of
games between the adversary and the challenger. We define
Wj to be the event that A guesses the bit correctly, i.e., b̄ = b.
And these games are defined as follows.

Game 0. To break the protocol, A can send various oracle
queries to C and C responses as follow methods. It is note-
worthy that C has finished the work in the setup phase, owned
the registration information of Vi and RSUj , sent the public
parameters to A.
• Send(Πt

Λ,m). According to the differences of participants
and messages, Send(Πt

Λ,m) queries can be divided into
the following types.

1) Send(Πt
Vi

,authentication request): This query simulates
the scenario that a vehicle sends the authentication
request to RSUj , and A can get the message M1

sent from Vi in the protocol through the query. Upon
receiving the query, C chooses random ri, RIDi ∈ Z∗q ,
calculates Ri = riP and li = h(s,RIDi), PIDi =
RIDi ⊕ h2(riPpub, Ti), chooses ki ∈ Z∗q ,calculates
Ki = kiP , αi = h3(RIDi, Ti, Ri,Ki, li), and sends
M1 = {PIDi, Ti, Ri,Ki, αi} to A.

2) Send(Πt
RSUj

,M1): This query simulates the scenario
that RSUj sends the authentication request to TA,
and A can get the message M2 sent from Vi in
the protocol through the query. Upon receiving the
query, C uses the content contained in M1, chooses
random IDj , d ∈ Z∗q , calculates lj = h(s, IDj),
Qj = dP , and γj = h4(IDj , Tj , αi, lj), and sends
M2 = {IDj , Tj , P IDi, Ti, αi, γj , Ri} to A.

3) Send(Πt
TA,M2): This query simulates the scenario that

TA sends the authentication response to RSUj , and A
can get the message M3 sent from TA in the protocol
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through the query. Upon receiving the query, C uses the
message in M2, checks the validity of Tj , rejects A’s
query and returns ⊥ if Tj is not legal. Otherwise, C cal-
culates lj = h(s, IDj) and γ′j = h4(IDj , Tj , αi, lj),
and checks if γ′j = γj holds. If not, rejects the query
from A. Otherwise, TA checks the validity of Ti ,
rejects A’s query and returns ⊥ if Tj is not legal. C cal-
culates RID′i = PIDi⊕h2(sRi, Ti), li = h(s,RID′i),
and α′i = h3(RID′i, Ti, Ri,Ki, li), and checks whether
the equation α′i = αi holds. If not, C rejects the query
from A and returns ⊥. Otherwise, C calculates δ =
h4(TTA, IDj , Qj , li) and η = h5(TTA, P IDi, αi, lj),
and sends M3 = {TTA, δ, η} to A.

4) Send(Πt
RSUj

,M3): This query simulates the scenario
that RSUj authenticates the message M3 sent from
TA. Upon receiving the query, C computes η′ =
h5(TTA, P IDi, αi, li), and checks if the equation η′ =
η holds. If not, C rejects the query and returns ⊥.
Otherwise, C sends M4 = {IDj , Qj , δ} to A.

5) Send(Πt
Vi

,M4): This query simulates the scenario
that Vi authenticates the message M4 sent from
RSUj . Upon receiving the query, C computes δ′ =
h4(TTA, IDj , Qj , li) and checks whether δ′ = δ holds.
If not, C rejects the query and returns ⊥. Otherwise, C
outputs a signal to A in order to confirm the legality
of M4.

• Join(Πu
Vi

). Upon receiving the query, C computes the se-
cret key TSK2i and public key TPK2i of current binary
tree BTn where 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1, chooses a random number
bj ∈ Z∗q , calculates Bj = bjP and gets x-axis value Bx

j of
point Bj , calculates sj = b−1

j · (h(Tj , TPK1, TPK2) +
Bx

j · d) to get the signature σj = (Bx
j , sj), and sends

M5 = {TPK1, TPK2, n, Tj , σj} to A.
• Leave(Πu

Vi
). Upon receiving the query, C

calculates private and public keys of all branch
nodes N0, N2, ..., N2n−2x+2 of the current
binary tree BTn, signs these keys using
the same method in Join(Πu

Vi
), and sends

M6 = {x, Tj , σj , TPK2, TPK4, ..., TPK2n−2x+2}
to A.

• Execute(Πu
Vi

,Πv
RSUj

,Πw
TA). Upon receiving the query, C

sends the newest {M1,M2,M3,M4,M5,M6} to A.
• Test(Πu

Vi
): Upon receiving the query from A, C flips a

coin to get a value b ∈ {0, 1} that is confidential to A.
If b = 1, C sends the current session key TSK0 to A.
If b = 0, C sends a random number that is in the same
domain space with TSK0 to A.

It is obvious that Game 0 simulates the original attack and
the advantage for A to break Game 0 is the same as that of
Definition 5. Thus we have

AdvAKA
P (A) = 2

∣∣∣∣Pr[W0]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ . (3)

Game 1. Game 1 is the same as Game 0 except that hash
functions hi(1 ≤ i ≤ 5) are simulated as random oracles.
And the hash lists Lhi(1 ≤ i ≤ 5) are maintained by C.
When C receives hash query m from A, C looks up the tuple
(m,hi(m)) from Lhi

. If found, C sends (m,hi(m)) to A.

Otherwise, C chooses a random number hi(m) ∈ Z∗q , saves
(m,hi(m)) in Lhi , and sends hi(m) to A. It is obvious that
the setting does not affect the advantage of A. Thus we have

Pr[W1] = Pr[W0]. (4)

Game 2. Game 2 is the same as Game 1 except that one
additional condition is added, i.e., no collision exists. It is easy
to see that the collision probability of one hi(1 ≤ i ≤ 6) is

at most
q2hi

2q according to birthday paradox. Besides, messages
Mi(1 ≤ i ≤ 6) sent from C may collide and the collision
probability is at most (qs+qj+ql)

2

2q , where qj and ql denote
the number of joining query and the number of leaving query
respectively. Since the number of non-repeating join queries
and leaving queries is bounded on the max number of vehicles
N , we get (qs+qj+ql)

2

2q ≤ (qs+2N)2

2q . Hence we have

|Pr[W2]− Pr[W1]| ≤
∑5

i=1 q
2
hi

+ (qs + 2N)2

2q
. (5)

Game 3. Game 3 is the same as Game 2 except that one
additional condition is added, i.e., EU-CMA (Existential Un-
forgeability under Chosen Message Attack) is satisfied for the
digital signature scheme used in our scheme. In our proposed
scheme, we use ECDSA as the signature algorithm. As proved
by [51], under the random oracle model, the advantage for A
to break the ECDSA is at most 3qsign(qsign+qbf )

(q−1)/2−qsign−qbf ) where qs
denotes the maximum number of signing queries, qbf denotes
the maximum number of bijective random oracle queries.
Hence we can get

|Pr[W3]− Pr[W2]| ≤ 3qsign(qsign + qbf )

(q − 1)/2− qsign − qbf
. (6)

In Game 3, by sending Join(Πu
Vi

) query or Leave(Πu
Vi

) query
together with Send(Πt

Λ,m) query, A can get the public keys
of all branch nodes and leaf nodes of BTn which can be
used to compute the group key TSK0. For A, there are
two possible ways to get the common session key TSK0 =
h6(TSK1TSK2P ) so that A can distinguish between the
session key TSK0 and a random number.

1) A sends h6 query to C to guess the value
h6(TSK1TSK2P ) directly. Since h6 has been simulated
as random oracle with collision resistance, the advantage
for A to win the game using this method is at most qh6

q .
2) A gets the public key of every node of BTn, tries to com-

pute TSK1TSK2P and gets h6(TSK1TSK2P ). The
most efficient method for A to compute TSK1TSK2P
directly is by using public keys of two child nodes of the
root, i.e., TSK1·P and TSK2·P . It is easy to see that the
method is actually to solve ECCDHP. So the advantage
for A to win the game using this method is at most
(qj + ql) ·AdvECCDHP (B) = 2N ·AdvECCDHP (B).

Hence we have

Pr[W3] ≤ 1

2
+
qh6

q
+ 2N ·AdvECCDHP (B). (7)
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By combining equations (3)-(6), we have

AdvAKA
P (A) = 2|Pr[W0]− 1

2
|

= 2|Pr[W1]− 1

2
|

= 2|Pr[W1]− Pr[W2] + Pr[W2]− Pr[W3]+

Pr[W3]− 1

2
|

≤ 2(|Pr[W2]− Pr[W1]|+ |Pr[W3]− Pr[W2]|+

|Pr[W3]− 1

2
|)

≤
∑5

i=1 q
2
hi

q
+

6qsign(qsign + qbf )

(q − 1)/2− qsign − qbf
+

2qh6
+ (qs + 2N)2

q
+ 4N ·AdvECCDHP (B).

(8)

D. Security Analysis

In this subsection, we show that our proposed protocol
satisfies the following security and privacy requirements.

1) Conditional Anonymity or Privacy-Perserving: Condi-
tional anonymity or privacy-perserving means that only
TA can reveal the real identity according the received
pseudo identity. Every message sent from Vi contains
the pseudo identity PIDi = RIDi ⊕ h2(riPpub, Ti) =
RIDi ⊕ h2(sRi, Ti) instead of using the real identity
RIDi. Without knowing s which is generated by TA and
keeps confidential to all entities, RIDi is an one-time-
pad ciphertext for malicious adversaries. The security
of collision-resistant hash function and the computation-
al hardness of solving ECCDHP make any adversary
has negligible advantage to reveal RIDi from PIDi.
However, TA can get RIDi by calculating RIDi =
PIDi ⊕ h2(sRi, Ti). Hence, conditional anonymity of
vehicle is satisfied.

2) Mutual Authentication: Mutual authentication means
that the message receiver can verify the integrity of
the received message and the identity validity of the
message sender. In the three-party authentication phase,
every message is authenticated by received entity by
checking the hash value. It is worth noting that pure hash
function can not guarantee any message authentication.
In our proposed protocol, long-term secret keys together
with secure hash functions guarantee that any content
contained in the message cannot be modified. The pseudo
identity and message of a vehicle or RSU are checked
by TA by checking the hash value, and the hash values
(secured by long-term secret keys) sent by TA ensure that
vehicle and RSU can achieve mutual authentication.

3) Resistance of Replay Attack: Resistance of replay attack
means that an adversary cannot intercept a valid message
and resend it later to attempt to make the message be
valid again. Every message M sent from Vi, RSUj or
TA is attached with a timestamp Ti. A receiver can check
the timeliness of M by checking whether the equation
|Tj −Tcur| ≤ ∆T holds, where Tcur denotes the current

timestamp and ∆T denotes the max legal time interval.
So the malicious adversary can not replay an expired
message to perform any meaningful attack.

4) Resistance of Man-in-the-middle Attack: Resistance of
man-in-the-middle attack means that the active adversary
cannot forge a valid message after intercepting valid
messages from valid senders. Messages sent from Vi and
RSUj are identified by PIDi and IDj respectively. We
claim that the malicious adversary can not use PIDi

or IDj to forge a message. To forge a valid message
identified by PIDi, the adversary has to know the real
identity RIDi and li. However, the only ways for the
adversary to get RIDi are by guessing or computing
based on PIDi. As for li, it is confidential for the
adversary. So the adversary is computationally efficient
to forge a message sent from a vehicle. To forge the
authentication message from RSUj , the adversary has
to get lj to forge a valid hash value γj . However, lj is
confidential for the adversary. To forge the key agreement
message from RSUj , the adversary has to make vehicles
trust its public key which is used to validate the signature.
However, the public key Qj is guaranteed by δ which is
sent from TA. Thus, our protocol is secure against man-
in-the-middle attack.

5) Backward Secrecy: Backward secrecy is a property such
that a new addition to a group is unable to decrypt
information created prior to their introduction. In the key
agreement phase of our protocol, the common group key
can only be computed successfully by authenticated ve-
hicles because the common group key is computed using
public keys and private keys of authenticated vehicles.
So any un-authenticated vehicle or the adversary can not
compute the common group key, so that backward secrecy
is guaranteed.

6) Forward Secrecy: Forward secrecy is a property that
someone who already had a key doesn’t have access to
future keys for the group. Once an authenticated vehicle
sends the leaving request, the common session key would
be updated. According to the computation method of the
vehicle leaving process in our protocol, the key of an
authenticated vehicle that participates the common key
agreement process is out of the computation process of
new common group key. So any leaving vehicle can
not compute the new common session key with material
broadcasted by RSUj .

7) Perfect Forward Secrecy: Perfect forward secrecy
means that the leakage of the long-term session key
does not affect the old keys that were established in
the key agreement processes. In our proposed protocol,
the long-term session key li or lj is just used for the
authentication process, which means its leakage will not
leak the common group key. So perfect forward secrecy
is achieved in our proposed protocol.

8) Un-traceability: Un-traceability means that the passive
adversary cannot monitor the communication channel to
trace a vehicle by analyzing message sender. In the three-
party authentication phase, the timestamp contained in the
pseudo identity PIDi = RIDi ⊕ h2(riPpub, Ti) keeps
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changing, so that different messages sent from the same
vehicle are identified by different pseudo identities. As
for the public keys Ki that are used for participating the
key agreement process, they are generated by a random
way and only sent to TA once, which means that it is
hard for the adversary to trace a vehicle by analyzing
Ki. In the key agreement phase, the broadcast message
sent from TA do not contain any identity information of
the vehicle. So un-traceability is achieved in our proposed
protocol.

9) Resistance of Stolen-verifier Attack: Resistance of
stolen-verifier attack means that the leakage of the real
identity of a vehicle or the identity of a RSU will not
help the adversary to break the protocol. The long-term
session key li or lj is the basic requirement to protect the
interactions among vehicle, RSU, and TA. The leakage
of the real identity RIDi of a vehicle or the identity
IDj of a RSU will not leak li = h1(s,RIDi) or
lj = h1(s, IDj), because the system secret key s that
is essential for computing li and lj is only known by the
TA. So resistance of stolen-verifier attack is guaranteed.

10) Resistance of Modification Attack: Resistance of mod-
ification attack means that the active adversary can not
modify a message to cheat the message receiver. In the
three-party authentication phase, the interacted message
mainly involves (pseudo) identities, timestamps, public
keys, and hash values. The active adversary can not
modify these content successfully because the pre-shared
long-term session key and secure one-way hash function
guarantees that the modification of these content will
break failure of the check of the corresponding hash val-
ue. In the key agreement phase for new vehicle joining or
old vehicle leaving, the active adversary can not modify
the content broadcasted by RSU successfully because the
content is secured by ECDSA signature.

In the 3GPP’s C-V2X R14 document [52], security and
privacy requirements for V2X communication were defined.
Specifically, four requirements should be satisfied for security,
i.e., the identity of the message sender should be verified,
message integrity should be ensured, replay attack should
be detected, and data confidentiality (for some application)
should be protected. Three requirements should be satisfied
for privacy, i.e., the leakage risk of user’s permanent identity
should be low, pseudonymity of user should be used, and user’s
identity should be protected from eavesdropping. So we can
find that the security analysis part can satisfy not only the
security and privacy requirements defined by 3GPP, but also
other advanced requirements.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we give the performance analysis of our
proposed protocol. To show the performance comprehensively,
we give the performance analysis in three scenarios, i.e.,
scenario 1, scenario 2, and scenario 3. In scenario 1, we
only consider the key agreement process with only three
parties, i.e., one vehicle, one RSU, and one TA. In scenario
2, we consider the situation that multiple vehicles agree on a
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Fig. 7. The Comparison of Communication Overhead

common session key with one RSU. In scenario 3, we consider
the situation where some vehicles leave the group or exceed
the communication range. It is obvious that the three scenarios
cover all situations of our proposed protocol. Before giving the
analysis in different scenarios, we firstly give the experimental
environment and related parameters.

For measuring the computational and communication over-
head of cryptography operation, we have the following settings
for cryptographic operations related to bilinear pairing and
elliptic curve respectively. To achieve 80-bit security level, we
use a symmetric bilinear pairing e : G1 × G1 → GT where
G is a additive group generated by a point P with order q
over the super singular elliptic curve y2 = x3 +x mod p with
embedding degree 2, q is a 160-bit prime number and p is a
512-bit prime number. At the same time, we use an additive
group G which is generated by a point P with order q over
the non-singular elliptic curve y2 = x3 +ax+b mod p, where
p and q are two 160-bit primes, and a, b ∈ Z∗p. We measure all
involved cryptography operations of our scheme and compar-
ison schemes using two C/C++ cryptography libraries called
MIRACL [53] and Crypto++ [54]. Under the Ubuntu 14.04
environment with Intel i7-6700 CPU and 8GB DDR4 RAM,
we have the results that are as shown in Table II.

For measuring the network performance of our proposed
protocol, we use three tools, i.e., Omnet++ [55], Sumo
[56], and Veins [57]. OMNeT++ is an extensible, modular,
component-based C++ simulation library and framework, pri-
marily for building network simulators which supports the
simulation for wired network and wireless ad-hoc network.
Sumo is an open source, highly portable, microscopic and
continuous road traffic simulation package designed to handle
large road networks. Veins acts as a middleware between
Omnet++ and Sumo. And the parameters of simulation are
as shown in Table III.

A. Analysis for Scenario 1

In this subsection, we compare our proposed scheme with
Ma et al. ’s scheme [14], Dua et al. ’s scheme [12], and Liu
et al. ’s scheme [36] in scenario 1. In scenario 1, one vehicle,
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one RSU (in our and Liu et al. ’s [36] model) or one fog node
(in Ma et al. ’s model [14]) or one cluster head (in Dua et al.
’s scheme [12]), and one TA participate to agree a common
session key for V2I communication. It is noteworthy that, in
our protocol, scenario 1 is equal to the situation that only one
authenticated vehicle sends the joining request.

First, we analyze the computation overhead of generating
a common session key in the above four schemes. In the
authentication phase and key agreement phase of Ma et al.
’s scheme [14], the vehicle needs to perform three scalar
multiplication operations, four general one-way hash oper-
ations, which means that the total computational overhead
for a vehicle is 3Tsm−ecc + 4Th ≈ 1.061ms. As for fog
node, it needs to perform four scalar multiplication opera-
tions, four general one-way hash operations, which means
that the total computational overhead for a fog node is
4Tsm−ecc + 4Th ≈ 1.412ms. Besides, TA needs to perform
eight scalar multiplication operations, nine general one-way
hash operations, which means that the total computational
overhead for TA is 8Tsm−ecc + 9Th ≈ 2.826ms. Thus the
total computation overhead in Ma et al. ’s scheme [14]
for authenticated key agreement is about 5.299ms. In the
authentication phase and key agreement phase of Dua et al.
’s scheme [12], the vehicle needs to perform four scalar
multiplication operations, six general one-way hash operations,
which means that the total computational overhead for a
vehicle is 4Tsm−ecc + 6Th ≈ 1.416ms. As for cluster head,
it needs to perform five scalar multiplication operations, ten
general one-way hash operations, which means that the total
computational overhead for a cluster head is 5Tsm−ecc +
10Th ≈ 1.775ms. Besides, TA needs to perform three scalar
multiplication operations, two general one-way hash opera-
tions, which means that the total computational overhead for
TA is 8Tsm−ecc +9Th ≈ 2.826ms. Thus the total computation
overhead in Dua et al. ’s scheme [12] for authenticated key
agreement is about 4.248ms. In the authentication phase and
key agreement phase of Liu et al. ’s scheme [36], the vehicle
needs to perform two map-to-point operations, one bilinear
pairing operation, one encryption/decryption operation, and
one scalar multiplication operation related to bilinear pairing,
which means that the total computational overhead for a vehi-
cle is 2Tmtp +Tbp +Tenc +Tsm−bp ≈ 6.199ms. As for RSU,
it needs to perform two map-to-point operations, one bilinear
pairing operation, one encryption/decryption operation, which
means that the total computational overhead for a RSU is
2Tmtp+2Tbp+Tenc ≈ 5.573ms. Besides, TA needs to perform
three map-to-point operations, two scalar multiplication oper-
ations related to bilinear pairing, one encryption/decryption
operation, which means that the total computational overhead
for TA is 3Tmtp + Tsm−bp + Tenc ≈ 1.181ms. Thus the
total computation overhead in Liu et al. ’s scheme [36]
for authenticated key agreement is about 12.953ms. In the
authentication phase and key agreement phase of our proposed
scheme, the vehicle needs to perform six scalar multiplica-
tion operations, five general one-way hash operations, which
means that the total computational overhead for a vehicle
is 6Tsm−ecc + 5Th ≈ 2.116ms. As for RSU, it needs to
perform two scalar multiplication operations, four general one-
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way hash operations, which means that the total computational
overhead for a fog node is 2Tsm−ecc+4Th ≈ 0.71ms. Besides,
TA needs to perform one scalar multiplication operation, three
general one-way hash operations, which means that the total
computational overhead for TA is Tsm−ecc + 3Th ≈ 0.357ms.
Thus the total computation overhead in our scheme for au-
thenticated key agreement is about 3.183ms.

The above results give us the performance comparison of
the four schemes when they are all performed in scenario 1,
as shown in Fig. 8. We can see that our proposed scheme has
a computational advantage compared with schemes [12], [36],
[14] in terms of RSU’s, TA’s and total computational overhead.

Next, we analyze the communication overhead of generating
a common session key in the above four schemes. Since the
length of p and p are 64 bytes and 20 bytes respectively,
the size of group G1 and G are 128 bytes and 40 bytes
respectively. (The elements in G1 and G are points on elliptic
curve.) We set the length of timestamp to be 4 bytes, the size
of hash value to be 20 bytes. According to the standard of
block cipher, the length of one block is 128 bits (16 bytes).

In the authentication phase and key agreement phase of
Ma et al. ’s scheme [14], the communication overhead of
the vehicle, fog node, TA are |G| + 2 ∗ |Z∗q | + |Ti| = 84
bytes, 6|G| + 5 ∗ |Z∗q | + 3 ∗ |Tj | = 352 bytes, and 3|G| +
2 ∗ |Z∗q | + |TTA| = 164 bytes. Thus the total communication
overhead of Ma et al. ’s scheme [14] is 600 bytes. As for
Dua et al. ’s scheme [12], the communication overhead of the
vehicle, cluster head, TA are 2 ∗ |G| + 2 ∗ |Z∗q | + |Ti| = 124
bytes, 2 ∗ |G| + 4 ∗ |Z∗q | + 2 ∗ |Ti| = 168 bytes and
|G|+4∗|Z∗q |+|Ti| = 124 bytes. Thus the total communication
overhead of Dua et al. ’s scheme [12] is 416 bytes. For Liu
et al. ’s scheme [36], the communication overhead of the
vehicle, RSU, TA are 3 ∗ |G1| + 2 ∗ |Z∗q | + 2 ∗ |Ti| = 432
bytes, 3 ∗ |G1| + 5 ∗ |Z∗q | + 2 ∗ |Tj | = 492 bytes and
2 ∗ |G1| + 2 ∗ |Z∗q | + |Ti| = 300 bytes. Thus the total
communication overhead of Liu et al. ’s scheme [36] is 1224
bytes. In our scheme, the communication overhead of the
vehicle, RSU, TA are 2 ∗ |G| + 3 ∗ |Z∗q | + |Ti| = 144 bytes,
4|G|+8∗|Z∗q |+3∗|Tj | = 332 bytes, and 2∗|Z∗q |+|TTA| = 44
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Fig. 9. The Comparison of Key Agreement Delay in Scenario
1

bytes. Thus the total communication overhead of our proposed
scheme is 520 bytes.

The above results give us the performance comparison of
the four schemes when they are all performed in scenario
1, as shown in Fig. 7. We can see that our scheme has
the lowest communication overhead of TA, and not a bad
advantage in terms of total communication overhead compared
with schemes [12], [36], [14].

Last, we compare our scheme with schemes [12], [36], [14]
in simulation environment. We define key agreement delay as
the sum of message transmission delay and computation delay
for computing the common session key. From Fig. 9, we can
get two conclusions. One is that the key agreement delay of
our scheme is the lowest among the four schemes. The other is
that the velocity of the vehicle (in legal range) has an impact
on key agreement delay to some extent. Specifically, in Liu et
al. ’s scheme [36], the velocity of the vehicle has almost no
affection on the key agreement delay because the computation
delay is much higher than the message transmission delay
such that the fluctuation of transmission delay is negligible.
In Dua et al. ’s scheme [12], the velocity of the vehicle
affects the key agreement delay to a relatively obvious extent
because the key agreement process involves both V2V and
V2I communications (i.e., more transmission delay will be
produced). In Ma et al. [14] and our proposed schemes, the
velocity of the vehicle affects the key agreement delay to a
low extent because the two schemes both only involve V2I
communication.

B. Analysis for Scenario 2

In this subsection, we compare our proposed scheme with
Ma et al. ’s scheme [14], Dua et al. ’s scheme [12], and Liu
et al. ’s scheme [36] in scenario 2, where some services (that
should be secured using cryptographic mechanisms) need to
be performed among multiple vehicles, one RSU (in our and
Liu et al. ’s [36] model) or one fog node (in Ma et al. ’s
model [14]) or one cluster head (in Dua et al. ’s scheme [12]),
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Fig. 10. The Comparison of Key Agreement Delay in Scenario
2

and one TA. It is noted that, in our protocol, scenario 2 is
equal to the situation that multiple vehicles pass the Three-
Party Authentication Phase and enter Key Agreement Phase
for New Vehicle Joining orderly to agree the common session
key.

For simulation experiment, we set the max number of
vehicles covered by one RSU to be 50, the velocity of vehicles
to be 20m/s (we record all related data when the instant
velocity of vehicle is about 20m/s). Let key agreement delay in
scenario 2 denote as all necessary time cost for generating the
common group key of one RSU and multiple vehicles, which
is composed of transmission cost and computational cost. And
the simulation results are as shown in Fig. 10. From the figure,
we can see that the key agreement delay of our proposed
scheme is the lowest among the four schemes. The reason
why our scheme has an advantage is that all updated vehicles
can rapidly compute the common session key by the material
sent from nearby RSU, while other schemes [12], [36], [14]
have to establish session keys for vehicles and RSU (cluster
head/fog node) one by one. We can also observe that the
number of vehicles affects the key agreement delay obviously
in this scenario. The reason is that the increasing number
of vehicles makes RSU (cluster head/fog node) receive more
messages, such that the channel congestion is more serious
and processing delay is much higher. It is noteworthy that
the velocity of vehicles has almost no affection on the key
agreement delay because the computational delay is much
higher than the transmission delay in this scenario.

C. Analysis for Scenario 3

In this subsection, we analyze the performance of our
proposed scheme in scenario 3. In scenario 3, some of au-
thenticated vehicles that have participated the key agreement
process in scenario 2 become leaving vehicles, so the rest of
joined vehicles have to update the common session key to
guarantee session key security. Since schemes [12], [36], [14]
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TABLE III. Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Simulation area 2500× 2500(m2)

Path loss model Two-Ray interference
Obstacle shadowing model Simple obstacle shadowing
Max interference distance 2600m

Transmission power 50mW
Data transmission rate 24Mbps

Sensitivity -89dBm
Thermal noise -110dBm

Beacon interval 1s
Used channel CCH

Acceleration speed of vehicle 10m/s2

Simulation time 200s

did not consider scenario 3, we only analyze the performance
of our proposed scheme.

For the simulation experiment, we set the number of initial
vehicles covered by one RSU to be 20 and the velocity of all
vehicles to be 20m/s. Let the key agreement delay in scenario
3 denote all necessary costs for updating the common session
key. According to the key agreement algorithm for the old
vehicle leaving operation, different vehicles pay different com-
puting costs for the leaving operations of different vehicles. So
the key agreement delay cost in scenario 3 will be computed in
three cases, i.e., the best case, the worst case, and the average
cost, where the best case is corresponding to First In First Out
case (the first vehicle to join, the first to leave), the worst case
is corresponding to First In Last Out case (the first vehicle to
join, the last to leave), and the average is the mixed case. We
simulate our scheme in the simulation environment in terms
of the three cases. From the simulation results as shown in
Fig. 11, we can see that, in the average case that is the closest
to reality, the key agreement delay is still acceptable even if
most of vehicles send the leaving request in a short time. We
can also observe that the number of leaving vehicles affects
the key agreement delay to a great extent in the worst and
average cases, but not in the best case. The reason is that the
increasing number of messages will bring higher procession
delay in the worst and average cases, while the procession
delay for the leaving event is almost constant in the best case
(since RSU does not need to broadcast the public key of the
branch node and the vehicle does not need to perform the
scalar multiplication for updating the binary tree).

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a protocol that focuses on
securing V2V and V2I communications simultaneously in
VANETs. Our research aimed to establish a common session
key for authenticated vehicles and RSUs, and the established
key, together with existing message authentication algorithms
and encryption algorithms, can be used to secure V2V and V2I
communications simultaneously. The essential components of
our protocol can be divided into two parts. The first part is
the three-party authentication process in which three parties,
including vehicles, RSUs, and TAs, authenticate each other.
The second part is the key agreement process, which is used
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Fig. 11. The Key Agreement Delay of The Proposed Scheme
in Scenario 3

in the key generation or updating process. For this part, we
designed a tree-based, lightweight, secure, and practical key
agreement algorithm that considers two scenarios, i.e., the
joining of an authenticated vehicle and the leaving of a joined
vehicle. The security proof showed that our proposed scheme
satisfies session key security, and the security analysis demon-
strated that our proposed scheme satisfies essential security
requirements. Finally, the simulation experiments illustrated
that our proposed scheme has a performance advantage over
three related schemes. In the future, we will work to design
a more efficient key generating and updating algorithm that
involves lower computational and communication overhead.
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